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ABOUT THE PROJECT

In the Middle East and North Africa, it is estimated that more than 80% 

of businesses are family-owned and run. This interdisciplinary project 

of NYUAD and the Tharawat Family Business Forum will bring together 

scholars from the Humanities and Social Sciences at NYUAD to compile, 

document and analyze the history of selected regional family businesses 

to better understand past challenges and decision-making, as well as 

commercial legacies.

This research initiative is the first and most groundbreaking project 

mapping family business legacies in the MENASA region. It features a 

globally unique approach to understanding the multi-faceted impact of 

family-owned businesses in the regional economy, society and culture, 

while preserving the history of individual entrepreneurs and collective 

business activities.

This understanding will not only offer significant insights into historical 

transformations of business cultures and socio-economic environments 

in the GCC as well as the MENASA region but also support family 

businesses address current and future challenges

The goal of the joint project is thus to explore the plethora of 

contributions family businesses have made to the social and cultural 

landscape of the GCC and MENASA region as a global economic 

crossroads, seeking to capture the rich stories of the development of 

family businesses, the challenges they have overcome in the past and are 

facing today, and the many ways in which their stories intersect with the 

stories of the cities and countries they are connected to.

The histories of individual family businesses and their founders are not 

only an essential part of the economic history of the MENASA region; 

they are also a fascinating prism through which to explore the region’s 

culture and its intertwinement with local, national, as well as global 

developments.

Family firms are the backbone of the MENASA economy, their longevity 

and good business practices are essential for regional growth and 

development. Understanding family business legacy will enable us to 

draw valuable lessons for the future and create regional best practice.

Through this series, we share the first results of our ongoing research on 

the history of MENASA family businesses in the hopes that both business 

leaders and scholars alike can draw inspiration and better understand this 

unexplored area of the region’s economic history.

Martin Klimke
Associate Professor of History

Vice Provost for Academic Policies  
& Governance

New York University Abu Dhabi

Farida El-Agamy
Lic.iur. Attorney at Law

General Manager

Tharawat Family Business Forum



Founded in 1965 by Ali Ibrahim Almajdouie, Almajdouie Holding started 
out as a land transportation company in Saudi Arabia’s Eastern Province. 
Over five decades of operation, the group has grown to incorporate multiple 
business lines across various industries including automotive, real estate, food, 
and steel manufacturing, while logistics has always remained its core business. 
Today, the group has over 5,000 employees in Saudi Arabia and associate offices 
across North America, Europe, the Far East, Middle East, and Africa.  Of the 
founder’s nine children, five sons occupy executive roles and members of the 
third generation have recently begun to join the group.

INDUSTRY: LOGISTICS, AUTOMOTIVE, REAL ESTATE, MANUFACTURING, 
FOOD, EDUCATION AND TRAINING
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ABOUT THE FOUNDER

IMAGE 1: Founder, Shaikh Ali Almajdouie Visiting Almajdouie Steel Factory in the early 80’s, 1980
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Shaikh Ali Ibrahim Almajdouie was born in 1940 in the small 

southwestern Saudi Arabian town of Baljurashi, a local trade hub 

hosting a weekly market. Although important merchant families in 

the area shared the Almajdouie name, Shaikh Ali’s own household, a 

family with five children, survived on a limited income.1 His childhood 

was defined by the struggle to overcome financial hardship, the 

reality of which influenced his character and path in life. Years later 

reflecting on his career as a successful entrepreneur, he credited his 

perseverance in business almost entirely to his motivation to secure a 

better standard of living for his parents. 

By the age of ten Shaikh Ali had received religious schooling but little 

in the way of formal education.2 His Quranic teacher left a profound 

impression on him: he looked up to her as a maternal figure then and 

holds her in the highest esteem to this day. Despite the family’s deep 

appreciation for learning, Shaikh Ali’s education was interrupted by 

their moves around the region necessitated by his father’s pursuit of 

new opportunities to provide for the family.

Determined to contribute, Shaikh Ali quit school at the age of eleven 

to dedicate himself to the family’s financial wellbeing.3 Accompanied 

by his uncle he moved to Jeddah, where the local economy enjoyed 

relative prosperity because of the pilgrims passing through it. The 

young Shaikh Ali eventually found a job at a small supermarket where 

he withstood mistreatment by the store owner who threw a jar on him.4 

1953 marked a crucial turning point in Shaikh Ali’s life: learning of 

the booming oil industry in the kingdom’s Eastern Province, he and 

his father moved across the country to seek jobs in the oil sector. 

Struggling to secure funds for the trip, it took them two weeks to reach 

Dhahran.5 The rest of the Almajdouie family followed soon after.

Upon his arrival, Shaikh Ali headed to Aramco’s (Now Saudi Arabia 

Oil Company (Saudi Aramco)) hiring office in hopes of securing a 

position with the kingdom’s national oil company. Undaunted by the 

crowds of job-seekers he encountered there, the young boy kept going 

1. Interview Conversation with Abdullah Almajdouie. 8 April 2018, Family Business Histories, Research Project, 
Tharawat Family Business Forum and New York University Abu Dhabi.

2. Interview Conversation with Ibrahim Almajdouie. 10 September 2018, Family Business Histories, Research 
Project, Tharawat Family Business Forum and New York University Abu Dhabi.

3. Interview Conversation with Yousef Almajdouie. 8 April 2018, Family Business Histories, Research Project, 
Tharawat Family Business Forum and New York University Abu Dhabi.

4. Interview Conversation with Abdullah Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

5. Ibid
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SHAIKH ALI’S TRANSITIONS 
IN EARLY LIFE

0-7 YEARS OLD
Shaikh Ali spent the first 9 years of his life in his hometown of Dar Al Jabal, Baljurashi. 
There, he started formal education but had to quit after first grade due to bullying.

8-9  YEARS OLD
For the following two years, Shaikh Ali continued his education with a Quranic 
teacher, Zahra. Together with his peers Shaikh Ali would walk 11 kilometers to her 
house in Al Makarmah.

10 YEARS OLD
Shaikh Ali moved to Al Qunfudhah with his father, who opened a supermarket there. 
After completing fourth grade he stopped attending classes at the village school 
because of an epidemic. 

11-13 YEARS OLD
Accompanied by his uncle Shaikh Ali moved to Jeddah, where he worked as an 
assistant at a number of supermarkets. He quit after being mistreated by store 
owners.

13-15 YEARS OLD
Shaikh Ali moved to Dammam and worked as an office boy at Aramco—a job that 
allowed him to continue his education. 

“Years later reflecting on his career as a successful entrepreneur, 
he credited his perseverance in business almost entirely to his 
motivation to secure a better standard of living for his parents”
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ILLUSTRATION 1: The transitions that marked Shaikh Ali’s early life.
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back to the recruitment office every single day for two weeks. He was 

eventually granted an audience with the hiring manager, who told him, 

“You are not ready to be hired; you must go to school.” Seeing Shaikh 

Ali’s tearful disappointment, the manager had a change of heart and 

hired him on the spot.6

Shaikh Ali spent the next two years working at Aramco, where, because 

of his young age, he was required to receive mandatory training and 

English-language courses for six hours every day. It was during this 

period that he undertook his earliest entrepreneurial endeavor. He saw 

an opportunity to supplement his income in Aramco’s senior staff ’s 

access to the company’s grocery store, which sold Pepsi—the only 

establishment in Saudi Arabia to do so at the time. The young Shaikh Ali 

asked senior employees standing in the store’s queue to purchase cans 

of Pepsi for him, which he then carried on his bike to Dammam to sell 

for double the retail price.7

At the age of 15, Shaikh Ali left his job at Aramco for better-paid 

positions first at the railway and then later at the port. Over the 

subsequent 13 years, his performance and unparalleled work ethic saw 

him rise through the ranks. 

Throughout his employment at Aramco, the railway and later at the Port 

Authority in King Abdul Aziz Seaport, Shaikh Ali continued to seek out 

entrepreneurial opportunities. In 1956, he combined his savings with 

money he borrowed from a family member to purchase a taxi and began 

moonlighting as a driver. His taxi shift would start as soon as his twelve-

hour day at the railway finished, keeping him out until late at night. 

Despite the long hours, he still saw education as a priority and continued 

attending courses at evening school. His daily work and study time totaled 

more than 18 hours.8 His parents grew worried about the intensity of his 

work schedule, studies, and constant absence from home.9 However he 

refused to reduce his workload and proudly paid back the debt he owed 

for his taxi within the year. Shaikh Ali got married in 1960, and his first 

child, Abdullah Ali Almajdouie was born three years later in 1963.10 

6. Interview Conversation with Mohammed Almajdouie. 8 April 2018, Family Business Histories, Research Project, 
Tharawat Family Business Forum and New York University Abu Dhabi.

7. Interview Conversation with Abdullah Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

8. Ibid

9. Interview Conversation with Mohammed Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

10. Statement from Abdullah Almajdouie. 10 June 2019, Family Business Histories, Research Project, Tharawat 
Family Business Forum and New York University Abu Dhabi.
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11. Interview Conversation with Mohammed Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

12. Ibid

EARLY YEARS
Shaikh Ali’s position at the port meant he was exposed to the kingdom’s expanding 

economic activities. Over the course of his first two years of employment there, he 

noticed how the growing imported goods market translated to a corresponding growth 

in the transportation industry, a realization that led to Shaikh Ali embarking on the next 

business venture. 

In 1962 he used the entirety of his savings to purchase his first truck—a five-ton Ford 

that he drove on a daily basis—from his cousin, Mohammed Said Almajdouie. During 

the day a port worker would load the truck with imported goods. After Shaikh Ali 

finished his day job, he would drive, usually to Al-Ahsa, unload, and then return home 

in the middle of the night, traveling 170 km each way.11

Proud of the values he inherited from his parents, Shaikh Ali hand-painted his family 

name across the side of the truck and began using it as the name of his business.12 He 

focused his efforts on ensuring client satisfaction and building trust. In 1963 a year 

after purchasing his first truck, Faiz Al-Qarni, one of his close friends, recommended 

he expand his business by purchasing a second. After some consideration, Shaikh Ali 

bought another truck for 60,000 riyals, which he paid back in several installments. He 

then hired his first employee to drive the new truck, while he continued to drive the 

first one he had purchased.

ALMAJDOUIE GROUP
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IMAGE 2: First Truck owned by Shaikh Ali Almajdouie, 1968
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Slowly, Shaikh Ali’s business grew, and with it, his reputation as a reliable 

transportation partner. He began to leverage his negotiating skills to ensure favorable 

terms for himself and his partners. In expanding his business, vehicle suppliers with 

whom he’d built trustworthy relationships would provide him with trucks to grow his 

fleet while deferring payment. 

As late as 1966 despite running a business on the side while working at the port for 

over a decade, Shaikh Ali did not have any plans to leave his job and become fully 

self-employed.13 However, his growing business started drawing the attention of work 

colleagues and management. Eventually, a false accusation by one of the port brokers 

made its way to Shaikh Ali’s superior, who summarily decided Shaikh Ali’s wrongdoing 

before hearing his side of the story. This resulted in Shaikh Ali’s immediate resignation. 

Now able to focus entirely on his business, Shaikh Ali began his entrepreneurial journey 

in earnest. 

Later that year, Shaikh Ali crossed paths with his previous accuser. He blocked the 

accuser with his car at an entrance gate, got out, and then walked towards him. The 

accuser, who was prepared for a fight, was surprised when Shaikh Ali gave him a hug 

and thanked him for giving him the opportunity to grow his business.14 

13. Interview Conversation with Yousef Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

14. Interview Conversation with Abdullah Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.
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1966

IMAGE 3: Almajdouie truck on the move, 1967
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CONSOLIDATION AND 
GROWTH PHASE
Thanks to the flourishing oil industry, Saudi Arabia experienced 

an economic upswing in the 1970s. This trend, coupled with the 

increasing demands of the military, led to a corresponding surge 

in land transportation.15 Shaikh Ali leveraged the pace of this 

development to set his business on a course of exponential growth. 

The network Shaikh Ali had built at Aramco starting two decades 

earlier now became a critical factor in his entrepreneurial growth. 

In the mid-1970s Almajdouie became Aramco’s official conveyor; 

the oil company became his main customer.16 No less importantly, 

Aramco’s keen interest in their conveyors adhering to international 

best practices and safety standards further motivated Shaikh Ali to 

monitor the quality of his processes and services closely. In expanding 

his operations, Shaikh Ali began working alongside established Saudi 

family businesses, including Aljuffali and Alhamrani building strong 

ties with them. Aside from helping him grow his business, these 

collaborations also constituted crucial learning opportunities for 

Shaikh Ali.17

ALMAJDOUIE GROUP
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15. Interview Conversation with Yousef Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

16. Interview Conversation with Mohammed Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

17. Interview Conversation with Yousef Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

IMAGE 4: ALMAJDOUIE FLEETS IN OPERATIONS, 1985
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1978

By the end of the 1970s, Shaikh Ali had grown his fleet to thirty-five 

trucks. At the time, Aramco was launching one of its first massive 

import operations involving the transportation of a large number of oil 

pipes to the Dammam port. Underequipped for the magnitude of the 

operation, Aramco turned to Shaikh Ali. Transportation of the pipes 

would require 100 trailers—more than double the number Almajdouie 

currently had. Despite this discrepancy, however, Shaikh Ali agreed 

to take the project. Innovating to meet this capacity challenge, he 

reached out to a manufacturer and asked them to add extensions to 

his trailers, tripling their surface area so they could accommodate the 

pipes. He completed the job two weeks later, increasing the visibility 

and credibility of his company.18

At this point Shaikh Ali had 30 employees working with him.19 To 

sustain the company’s growth, an ever-greater number of people was 

necessary. No systematic hiring process existed, however, and Shaikh 

Ali often employed ex-colleagues or others based on his impression 

of their trustworthiness and talent.20 The company was strongly 

organized around its founder, and most of its operations relied on his 

oral instructions to employees. In some ways this lack of bureaucracy 

gave Shaikh Ali an advantage over his competitors, making him 

readily accessible to his clients and highly adaptable to their shifting 

needs.21 As the company continued to expand and new opportunities 

presented themselves, this structure also presented a growing but not 

insurmountable challenge. 

.http://www ,الشيخ علي ابراهيم المجدوعي من وفقه هللا ليكون قاهر الظروف بخالب الصبر”, تواصل غامد الثقافي و اإلجتماعي .18
twaslghamd.com/?p=1270 , 2 Dec. 2013.  Accessed 3 April 2019.

19. Statement from Abdullah Almajdouie. 10 June 2019.

20. Interview Conversation with Abdullah Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

21. Interview Conversation with Yousef Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.
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IMAGE 5: Early days fleet maintenance facility, 1988

IMAGE 6: Almajdouie trucks parking yard, 1988
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NEXT GENERATION

While the company was enjoying a period of rapid growth through the early 1980s, 

Shaikh Ali began to diversify his operations. He incorporated secondary activities, 

which included the trading of spare parts, steel and aluminum fabrication and travel 

and tourism services for his employees. In this phase of the company’s development, 

all attempts at diversification were still closely aligned with or in service of the core 

business—transportation.22

1985 marked the beginning of the company’s involvement in the automotive industry. 

Hyundai, the Korean automobile company, was looking for an authorized distributor 

in Saudi Arabia’s Eastern and Northern Provinces, and the firm had identified several 

Saudi candidates, including Almajdouie. After conducting due diligence, Hyundai 

offered him the opportunity to become their exclusive distributor on the condition that 

he submit a feasibility study to lay out the details of the collaboration. 

Many people around Shaikh Ali were skeptical of the offer since at the time Korean 

automobiles had a reputation for being of lower quality than their Japanese and 

American counterparts. Shaikh Ali believed in the brand’s potential, however, arguing 

that Korean culture’s emphasis on work ethic would lead to rapid progress and the 

continuous improvement of their products.23

22. Interview Conversation with Ibrahim Almajdouie. 10 September 2018.

23. Interview Conversation with Yousef Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.
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IMAGE 7: 1988 Almajdouie Trading Establishment Annual Day, 1988
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24. Interview Conversation with Abdullah Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

Convinced of the potential of this opportunity, Shaikh Ali was adamant 

about taking the offer, even though his team did not have the capacity 

to conduct the required feasibility study. To meet this requirement, 

he reached out to Abdullah Almajdouie, his eldest son, then a college 

junior in the King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals. 

Abdullah Almajdouie worked with one of his marketing professors 

to create a feasibility study to meet Hyundai’s expectations. Despite 

being a newcomer to the automobile market and having much less 

experience than some of the other candidates, the submission was a 

success. Shaikh Ali was selected to become Hyundai’s new distributor 

in the Eastern Province largely because he shared Hyundai’s values 

and work ethic.24

Securing this opportunity was both a milestone for the company and 

a pivotal moment for the young Abdullah Almajdouie. Following his 

initiative with the feasibility study as a 22-year-old college student, he 

began getting more involved in his father’s business in an unofficial 

capacity. Shaikh Ali was a firm believer in the value of young people—

ALMAJDOUIE GROUP
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IMAGE 8: Awarding Ceremony for Employees of the Year, 1988
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IMAGE 9: Korean Ambassador visit to Almajdouie Hyundai showroom and workshop in Dammam, 2002

IMAGE 10: Almajdouie maintenance workshop in the early years, 1988
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IMAGE 11: Almajdouie first Hyundai showroom, 1987

IMAGE 12: Almajdouie Hyundai spare parts section, 1989
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that their combination of creative energy and the desire to prove 

themselves was a virtue in business, and that knowledge should 

be transferred to the younger generations.25 Seeing extraordinary 

potential in his son, he encouraged Abdullah Almajdouie to join the 

company as soon as possible. 

Directly after obtaining his bachelor’s degree in 1986, Abdullah 

Almajdouie did just that. Right away he was put in charge as the 

general manager of the group and was made to focus his attention to 

the core transport business. Without any training, he was suddenly 

faced with enormous responsibility. Based on his own entrepreneurial 

background, his father believed that learning to deal with everyday 

challenges by doing was the most efficient way for a young 

businessperson to build a robust skillset.26

Four years after Abdullah Almajdouie joined the company, Shaikh Ali 

and his sons accepted an offer to buy Alqassim Bakeries in 1990, which 

they later renamed Aryaf bakeries, despite the company not having any 

previous experience in the field of food processing.

FAMILY BUSINESS HISTORIES
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25. Interview Conversation with Yousef Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

26. Interview Conversation with Abdullah Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.
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IMAGE 13: Shaikh Ali Almajdouie visit to Europe for a business trip, 1985
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In 1994 Almajdouie continued its expansion phase by entering the logistics industry 

forming Almajdouie Logistics and Distribution.27 This initiative was one of the first to 

introduce the concept of Third Party Logistics (3PL) to the Saudi market.28

In 1998 Yousef Ali Almajdouie, Shaikh Ali’s second-eldest son joined the company. In a 

similar way to how Abdullah Almajdouie was trained, Yousef Almajdouie was appointed 

by his father as vice-president of Almajdouie Motors (Hyundai).29 Having achieved 

substantial success as a Hyundai distributor, the family business was regularly receiving 

collaboration offers from firms in a variety of different fields. By this point the family 

had also become involved in real estate, amassing a valuable portfolio of properties. 

Since the beginning of his entrepreneurial journey, Shaikh Ali believed in the strength 

and safety of real estate investments, especially through difficult economic times.30

In the 2000s the remaining three of Shaikh Ali’s sons joined the business. Omar Ali 

Almajdouie, Shaikh Ali’s third son joined the group in 2000 and was appointed general 

manager of Aryaf bakeries.31 Eight years later in 2008, Ibrahim Ali Almajdouie, the 

fourth out of the five brothers, joined the group right after graduating with an MBA 

from the New York Institute of Technology. His younger brother and Shaikh Ali’s 

youngest son, Mohammed Ali Almajdouie, joined the group after spending nearly three 

years employed outside the family business. Mohammed Almajdouie was appointed 

business development manager and later became a managing director of Almajdouie 

ALMAJDOUIE GROUP
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27. Statement from Abdullah Almajdouie. 10 June 2019.

28. Writer, Staff. “Almajdouie’s Saudi Success.” ArabianBusiness.Com, https://www.arabianbusiness.com/almajdouie-s-saudi-
success-60377.html. Accessed 16 June 2019.

29. Interview Conversation with Yousef Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

30. Statement from Abdullah Almajdouie. 10 June 2019.

31. Interview Conversation with Omar Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

IMAGE 14: Shaikh Ali Almajdouie thanking employees and inspirational talk, 1993
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Motors (Changan). He was mentored by his older brother, Yousef, who had by then 

been involved in the automobile industry for over a decade.32

Through this period, Shaikh Ali’s business continued to diversify, acquiring many 

companies of varying sizes. Over five decades, the Almajdouie Group had grown from 

a small land transport provider to a diversified conglomerate involved in logistics, 

automobiles, manufacturing, investment, food, and education. With the benefit 

of hindsight, the members of the Almajdouie family describe how the horizontal 

expansion of their business was advantageous but also had its drawbacks. Some of the 

new ventures—automobile distribution, in particular—exceeded expectations, while 

others diverted attention away from the core business, did not generate profits or 

did not achieve the quality standards with which they sought to associate the family 

name.33 Today, the family pursues a more vertical approach to expansion, widening the 

scope of their operations within the industries they already specialize in.34 

32. Interview Conversation with Mohammed Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

33. Interview Conversation with Omar Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

34. Interview Conversation with Ibrahim Almajdouie. 10 September 2018.
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IMAGE 15: Shaikh Ali Almajdouie in Paris for a business trip, 1985
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35. Interview Conversation with Abdullah Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

FAMILY GOVERNANCE  
AND SUCCESSION
At the same time as concentrating on expansion, the Almajdouie family 

has also developed and implemented governance structures to support 

the growth of the family and the business. This process began in the 

late 1990s when Abdullah Almajdouie chose to dedicate himself to an 

intensive study of the success and sustainability factors of prominent 

businesses with the aim of systemizing and improving the growth 

strategy of the Almajdouie Group as a whole. Seeking a formalized 

education in governance, he traveled to Switzerland and enrolled in a 

course on family businesses at the IMD business school in Lausanne. 

He encouraged his brothers to follow his lead and invest more time in 

learning about corporate structures and strategic growth.35

Upon returning to Saudi Arabia, Abdullah Almajdouie saw the need to 

create solid governance within the group to clearly define everyone’s 

tasks and responsibilities to guarantee a high level of transparency 

between employees and other stakeholders. In 2003 he reached out 

to both Saudi and international consultants for advice on how best to 
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IMAGE 16: Visit of Korean Ambassador to Almajdouie, 1997
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set up such a structure tailored to the group’s needs. His initiative was 

unheard of among Gulf family businesses at the time, and his father, 

Shaikh Ali, was initially skeptical about its return on investment. 

However, he agreed to its implementation when he saw that all his 

sons supported it.36

In the same year and in line with the company’s spirit of continuous 

innovation, Abdullah Almajdouie introduced the Almajdouie SPARK 

Program, encouraging employees to voice their suggestions on how 

to increase efficiency or cut down costs across the organization. As 

opposed to a traditional “suggestions box” approach, the program 

employs a focus-group methodology in which employees share 

ideas and exchange feedback.37 The Almajdouie SPARK Program 

has proven highly successful; employees’ suggestions continue to be 

implemented on a monthly basis,38 and it has won numerous regional 

and international awards.39 Since its inception in 2003, the program 

has generated 92,000 ideas, translating to a savings of 70 million Saudi 

Riyals. The Almajdouie Group also incorporates several family-oriented 

and socially inclined initiatives, for example, sports programs and other 

activities for its employees, valued customers and partners.40 

From 2003 to 2005, Abdullah and Yousef Almajdouie with the help of 

their consultants worked almost exclusively on designing and refining 

the family group’s corporate strategy and governance structures. 

Among the outcomes of this initiative, finalized in 2005, was the 

implementation of a clear hierarchy encompassing a board of directors, 

councils and committees. This structure enhanced Shaikh Ali’s control 

and management of the group, increasing its sustainability.41

Through this experience, the brothers recognized the importance 

of creating a family constitution to help manage the relationships 

between family members in regard to the business. In 2009 the 

Almajdouie Group finalized an 80-page family constitution focused 

on achieving two main goals: to avoid the group becoming a safety net 

for future generations and to prevent conflicts from arising between 

36. Ibid

37. Magazine, Tharawat. “Inside the SPARK Succession Program: Interview with Abdullah Ali Almajdouie.” 
Tharawat Magazine, 1 July 2010, https://www.tharawat-magazine.com/family-business-succession/spark-
succession-program-almajdouie/. Accessed 3 April 2019.

38. Interview Conversation with Yousef Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

39. Corporate Communication Office Team, Almajdouie Group Newsletter p.28. http://www.almajdouie.com/
Libraries/Image_Magazine/Image_Magazine_October_2016_English.sflb.ashx. Accessed 3 April 2019.

40. Statement from Abdullah Almajdouie. 10 June 2019.

41. Interview Conversation with Ibrahim Almajdouie. 10 September 2018.
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42. Interview Conversation with Abdullah Almajdouie. 8 April 2018.

43. Interview Conversation with Ibrahim Almajdouie. 10 September 2018.

.http://almajdouie.org/pages/11. Accessed 3 April 2019 .عن المؤسسة | المجدوعي الخيرية .44

family members, a common problem they observed affecting other family businesses in 

the Gulf region.

The constitution also established elected family councils to ensure that members of 

the third generation would be heard and their thoughts integrated.42 By this time, the 

group had also formalized its talent management, implementing clear rules to ensure 

that hiring would be merit-based.

Since his first business breakthroughs, Shaikh Ali had been committed to philanthropy. 

For decades he had dedicated a significant amount of his time and financial resources 

to such efforts. Often his philanthropy took the form of direct grants to community 

members in need, usually after face-to-face meetings.43 As the list of beneficiaries 

and their demands continued to grow, the need to institutionalize Almajdouie’s 

philanthropic engagements became a priority. 

To meet this requirement his sons established the Almajdouie Foundation in 2012.44 

Reflecting Shaikh Ali’s vision of charitable contribution, the foundation allowed 

the family group to scale up their efforts and broaden their social impact. The 

organization’s philosophy centers around sustainable development in Saudi Arabia by 

incorporating a linchpin strategy of microfinancing programs and initiatives. 
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IMAGE 17: Shaikh Ali poses with awarded employees during 2008 Annual Day, 2008
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IMAGE 18: Almajdouie first headquarters and petrol station, 1991
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1930
1932 Formation of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

1933 Formation of Saudi Aramco
 Concession agreement was signed between Saudi Arabia  
 and the Standard Oil Company of California

1939 First oil tanker with Saudi oil leaves  
 Ras Tanura for exportation

1940 Birth of Shaikh Ali Almajdouie

1960 Shaikh Ali Almajdouie marriage

1960 Kingdom of Saudi Arabia becomes a founding  
 member of OPEC

1965 Founding Year of Almajdouie Group

1966 Establishment of Almajdouie Real Estate

1966 Establishment of Fleet Service Center by Almajdouie family

1972 Saudi Arabia gains control of 20% of Aramco, 
 lessening US control over Saudi oil

1974 An increase of 400% in oil prices a result of the  
 oil embargo proclaimed by OPEC members

1974 Saudi Arabia gains 60% of ownership of Aramco’s assets

 

1976 Establishment of Almajdouie Steel Industries

1978 Establishment of Almajdouie Heavy Lift

1956 Saudi Aramco workers riot in Eastern Province

1940

1960

1970

1950
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1980

2000

1990

1980 Establishment of Almajdouie Travel agency

1981 Establishment of the Gulf Cooperation Council

1982 Establishment of Freight Forwarding by Almajdouie family

 

1985 Establishment of Almajdouie Motors Services

1985 Establishment of Almajdouie Motors Parts

1985 Establishment of Almajdouie Motors Sales and Marketing

1986 Oil prices decrease to their lowest since 1970s

1986 Abdullah A. Almajdouie joins the family business

1988 “Aramco” gets renamed to “Saudi Aramco” after 
 appointment of its first Saudi president

1990 Establishment of Aryaf Bakeries by Almajdouie family

1990 Gulf War

1994 Establishment of Almajdouie Logistics and Distribution

1998 Yousef A. Almajdouie joins the family business

2000 Oil prices rise to over $30 per barrel

2000 Establishment of Almajdouie PSC

2000 Omar A. Almajouie joins the family business

2003 US-led invasion of Iraq

2004 Establishment of QX Car Services Center by Almajdouie family

2005 Establishment of Maxx Logistics by Almajdouie family

2006 Establishment of Almajdouie DeRijke Logistics (MDR)

2008 Oil prices rise to over $143 per barrel then drop to $33  
 within the same year due to the Global Financial Crisis

2008 Ibrahim A. Almajdouie joins the family business

2008 Establishment of Star Marine Services by Almajdouie family

2008 Establishment of Café Liwan by Almajdouie family

2008 Establishment of Karawan Village and Towers by Almajdouie family

2010 Establishment of Sinotrans Almajdouie Middle East LLC

2013 Mohamed A. Almajdouie joins the family business

2015 Establishment of Raya Finance by Almajdouie family

2015 Establishment of Petrology Limited by Almajdouie family
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MR. ABDULLAH ALI ALMAJDOUIE

Vice-Chairman, Almajdouie Group

Entrepreneurs are always the people who see what others do not see or feel. It is not a 

question of education, nor studies, books and notebooks, no. It is a question of accurate 

intuition and ability to read the future. So, vision is a common feature between most—if 

not all—entrepreneurs.

Of course, for every time its tools and men. That time used to be a good time ... and 

the profit rates were high. And economically, the country was on a very strong rise. 

So anybody who was assigned an administrative function would generate profit and 

bring income. If you sold sand at that time you could make profit. There used to be no 

criteria, mechanisms and such. My father would meet the person and if he liked him, he 

would hire him. Old employees in the company, accountants, salespersons; once they 

are promoted they would become managers—even if they may not have the required 

skills. But the profit covered the defects. With time, of course, things have become more 

demanding. Work requires professionalism and skillsets higher than the before. Profits 

were no longer like before, other challenges have become many. Now, officials do not get 

hired before going through many stages of evaluation and examination and interviews; to 

verify that they will actually deliver what is required from them.

ALMAJDOUIE GROUP
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President, Almajdouie Group and CEO, Almajdouie Motors 
Co.

Founding Partner, Raed Ventures

MR. YOUSEF ALMAJDOUIE

MR. OMAR ALMAJDOUIE

Some companies have a hierarchy in place which makes quick decision-making difficult. 

My father, however, would take the right decision at the right time he was unique in 

that aspect. His landline and mobile numbers were with the drivers and the on-site 

supervisors—they were able to reach him any time. So, quick decision-making, unlike 

other competitors, who sometimes made it difficult to reach decision makers and there 

was delay. This was a reason for traders who dealt with him to trust him— that whenever 

they wanted to reach Ali Almajdouie, they could.

36

One of the questions I asked him was: “father, tell me what was keeping you up and 

running till the end of the night”—he worked 17 hours and 18 hours—“What thing moves 

you from inside?”

He said: “Look, I was afraid of failure, I was afraid of failure ... and I loved to see 

my parents—my mother, my father, my children, my wife and my children—in good 

condition. I loved to see them eat the best fruits, drink the best drinks and live in a good 

environment.”

CEO, Almajdouie Logistics Co.

MR. MOHAMMED ALMAJDOUIE

CEO, Almajdouie Investment Co.

MR. IBRAHIM ALMAJDOUIE

This period was a shift from pre-oil to post-oil. The period was very high and demand 

was higher than supply ... I mean, in some industries, there were more leaps of 100% 

per year and they needed to provide solutions. Aramco was asking, SABIC was asking, 

the government was asking… this boom was beneficial to everyone, there were people 

who benefited from it, and others who could not, and those who benefited but could not 

sustain their success.

ALMAJDOUIE GROUP

We have leaders in the group that we believe are the backbone of the group. The nature 

of my father, and what we learned from him, is that he is not central. He gives authority, 

trust and optimism to executives, he treats them as partners and this is always key in his 

work. We have never noticed that there was discrimination between us (as his sons) and 

the other executives in the group. The way he dealt with us is the same, the powers are 

the same, as long as we have the same job title.

37
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HISTORICAL TRADE AND  
THE EMERGENCE OF  
FAMILY BUSINESSES IN  
THE HIJAZ REGION
Business families have been an integral part of the Hijaz region (the western expanse of 

modern-day Saudi Arabia, along the Red Sea) and its economy since the 16th century. 

Their commercial activity constituted one of the pillars of the region’s economy for 

several centuries prior to the discovery of oil. Merchant families in the Hijaz succeeded 

in adapting to major political, economic and even cultural shifts that repeatedly put 

their viability in question. By virtue of their international outlook, cosmopolitan nature 

and capacity to innovate, they left a lasting legacy, reflected in the region’s economy to 

this day. 

TRADE IN THE HIJAZ:  
AN OVERVIEW OF THE HISTORICAL FACTORS 

The Hijaz has long been an important trading region. Its strategic location as a key 

transit territory in global East-West trade routes, combined with its lack of natural 

resources, has driven its inhabitants to prioritize engagement in trade, helping the 

region gain in commercial importance.1 The earliest documented signs of trade date 

back to 323 BCE, with multiple sources attesting to caravan trade passing from Yemen 

to the north of the peninsula through the Hijaz.2

However, it was not until the 6th century that trade in the Arabian Peninsula—and by 

extension in the Hijaz region —became the area’s predominant economic activity. The 

peninsula’s central location between the Byzantine and Sasanian empires—the two 

principal political rivals in the region at the time—made it of interest to both of them. 

The constant attempts by both empires to win the peninsula as a political, economic 

and even ideological ally helped the region gradually gain further economic and 

military significance.3

Following the birth of Islam in the 7th century, trade in the Hijaz continued to expand 

in parallel with the increasing number of pilgrims making their way to Mecca year 

after year.4 The Holy City quickly became a commercial nexus as well, around which 

new markets were constantly being established by both foreign and local traders, who 
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1. Simon, Róbert. Meccan Trade and Islam: Problems of Origin and Structure. Akadémiai Kiadó, 1989, p. 61.

2. Hieronymus in Diodorus Siculus, 1933: 19, 94:5; Eratosthenes in Strabo, 1917: 16, 4:4; Artemidorus in Strabo, 1917: 16, 4:19. Cf. Crone, 
1987: 18–26.

3. Simon, Meccan Trade and Islam, p. 25.

became the middlemen between foreign producers and consumers.5 This marked the 

genesis of a trade network of merchant families in the Hijaz—a network that would 

eventually expand far beyond the frontiers of the peninsula.

Over the centuries that followed, the Hijaz gained in political importance under 

numerous leaders and empires. It was first ruled by the Prophet’s immediate successor, 

followed by the Umayyad and Abbasid caliphates, before coming under the sovereignty 

of the Egyptian Mamluks sultans and then the Ottomans, who controlled it into the 

beginning of the 20th century.6 The political interest in controlling the Hijaz stemmed 

from the presence there of the Islamic Holy Cities of Mecca and Madina, whose 

existence was of crucial significance for those who sought to reinforce their legitimacy 

by portraying themselves as “paramount Muslim rulers.”7

MERCHANT FAMILIES’ ROLE BECOMES CENTRAL TO  
THE ECONOMY OF THE HIJAZ (16TH–20TH CENTURIES)

The Meccan pilgrimage was the largest annual single gathering of people anywhere 

in the early modern world.8 Due to the major seasonal influx, the adequate supply 

of food, water and other necessities to pilgrims proved to be a major challenge for 

the respective rulers of the Hijaz over the centuries and was central to shaping their 

administrative policies in the region.9

In 1517, the Ottoman administration took over the Hijaz and gradually made it their 

priority to ensure pilgrims were able to purchase everything they needed locally.10 

Most Ottoman sultans throughout the 16th and 17th centuries increased expenditures 

on pilgrimage and the Holy Cities.11 In the early 18th century, major reforms took place 

in the central administration of the Ottoman Empire that led to the management of 

Meccan pilgrimage becoming the centerpiece of Ottoman rule in Damascus.12

These reforms marked a fundamental shift in the economy of the Hijaz. There is 

abundant evidence of commercial expansion, well attested to by the increasing 

circulation of multiple commodities, most notably coffee,13 grains14 and timber.15 Such 
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4. Power, Timothy. “Introduction: The Context of Study,” in The Red Sea from Byzantium to the Caliphate: AD 500–1000. American 
University in Cairo Press, 2012. 

5. Simon, Meccan Trade and Islam, p. 75.

6. Ochsenwald, William. Hijaz (Oxford Bibliographies: Islamic Studies), https://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-
9780195390155/obo-9780195390155-0085.xml. Accessed 16 Sept. 2019.

7. Meloy, John L. Imperial Power and Maritime Trade: Mecca and Cairo in the Later Middle Ages, 2nd revised edition. Middle East 
Documentation Center, 2015.

8. Mikhail, Alan. Nature and Empire in Ottoman Egypt: An Environmental History. Cambridge University Press, 2011, doi:10.1017/
CBO9780511977220, p. 85.

9. Faroqhi, Suraiya. Pilgrims and Sultans: The Hajj under the Ottomans. Bloomsbury Academic, 2014, p. 6.

10. Faroqhi, Pilgrims and Sultans, p. 6.

11. Faroqhi, Pilgrims and Sultans, p. 90.

12. Barbir, Karl K., Ottoman Rule in Damascus, 1708–1758. Princeton University Press, p.109.
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commodities originated from various regions in the empire (mainly Egypt, Anatolia and 

Yemen) and were then brought to the Hijaz, primarily via the Red Sea. This circulation 

was of fundamental interest to the Ottoman administration, which sought to achieve 

a balance of natural resources between the different corners of the empire.16 Although 

there is scant detail on the role played by merchant families to that point in time in the 

literature, research on later periods suggests that they were central actors in shaping 

the economy of the Hijaz ever since the administrative reforms. 

The 19th century marked the beginning of a new era of commercial prosperity in the 

Hijaz. The introduction of steamships and transshipment to the port of Jeddah as 

well as the opening of the Suez Canal were instrumental in spurring further growth 

in regional trade.17 The number of pilgrims increased substantially, and the flows of 

commercial exchange not only witnessed a remarkable increase in the quantity of goods 

but also in geographical expansion, as merchants were now able to do business directly 

with Europe through the Suez Canal.18

In parallel with these developments, during the 19th century the cosmopolitan 

nature of the Hijaz, which had been developing since the late Middle Ages, increased 

considerably. The region now boasted merchant families from areas as varied as 

Yemen, Iran, Egypt and elsewhere in Africa, the Levant, India and even Indonesia.19 

These families formed the backbone of a significant trade network whose heart was 

strategically located at the intersection of both major maritime routes and the Arabian 

Peninsula’s overland trade routes.

In the second half of the 19th century, epidemic breakouts amid pilgrimage season 

made the urban reorganization of the main cities in the Hijaz a pressing concern. As 

the need for urban development grew increasingly urgent, a vast new market opened 

up.20 Merchant families began taking on development contracts with the Ottoman 

administration, which swiftly become an indispensable source of income for them.21 

Their economic influence started to grow in turn, especially since they were able to 

form and maintain strong personal relationships with key non-commercial actors 

in the region (e.g., judges, city governors, customs officers).22 Facilitated by these 
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13. Um, Nancy. Shipped but Not Sold: Material Culture and the Social Protocols of Trade during Yemen’s Age of Coffee. University of 
Hawaii Press, 2017, p. 47.

14. Wick, Alexis. The Red Sea: In Search of Lost Space. University of California Press, 2016, p. 29.

15. Mikhail, Nature and Empire in Ottoman Egypt, p. 150.

16. Mikhail, Nature and Empire in Ottoman Egypt, p. 83.

17. Pétriat, Philippe. Le négoce des lieux saints: Négociants hadramis de Djedda, 1850–1950. Publications de la Sorbonne, 2016, pp. 17, 
125. 

18. Pétriat, Le négoce des lieux saints, pp. 17, 125. 

19. Yamani, Mai. Cradle of Islam: The Hijaz and the Quest for Identity in Saudi Arabia. I.B.Tauris, 2009; Carter, J. R. L. Leading 
Merchant Families of Saudi Arabia. Scorpion Publications, 1979.

20. Pétriat, Le négoce des lieux saints, p. 157.

21. Pétriat, Le négoce des lieux saints, p. 156.

connections, over time, some of the families became important actors in the political 

arena themselves. Some scholars have argued that a few merchant houses “had the state 

finances in their hands.”23

During the First World War and the subsequent defeat of the Ottoman Empire, 

merchant families in the Hijaz were deeply affected by the sudden degradation of 

the regional economy. The closure of the Suez Canal, the embargo placed on Yemen, 

and the Arab Revolt in 1916 all impacted the cornerstones of the Hijaz economy, as 

commercial exchange with India and Europe as well as the flows of pilgrims declined 

considerably. The instability of the regional situation was amplified further by a series 

of rapid shifts in political regimes that would last for roughly twenty years.24

Due to this political and economic instability, the prominent multigenerational 

merchant families found themselves in a tenuous position, with their sustainability 

at stake. Resorting to various adaptation mechanisms,25 they not only showed 

great resilience and managed to survive the period of instability, but also played an 

instrumental role in shaping the political landscape by virtue of their wealth, their 

access to international networks and their unusual status that allowed them a certain 

degree of political participation—a status they had cultivated by maintaining strategic 

and mutually beneficial relationships with the different rulers of the Hijaz. Pétriat 

describes what he calls the merchant families’ “remarkable plasticity”: 

Distributed in various Red Sea trade sites and efficiently organized, exiled in times 

of crisis, sometimes divided so that one of the members remained to supervise the 

family affairs in Jeddah, involved in the organs of the power and the apparatuses 

of the state in the Hijaz, merchant families showed remarkable plasticity, in times 

of crisis as in times of peace. This efficiency was that of family organization and 

particular institutions, which allowed the use of common capital for the family in 

circumstances of geographical remoteness and sometimes political insecurity.26

In 1932 the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was formed through the unification of various 

regions of the peninsula. The different regions that composed the new kingdom had 

widely divergent histories, both culturally and economically. This heterogeneity posed 

major challenges for the new central government, especially in light of the rapid 

transformations that took place after the discovery of oil. The relatively conservative 

regions of Saudi Arabia resisted the pressures for rapid social and even technological 

modernization.27 The Hijaz, however, had a much easier time accommodating 
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22. Pétriat, Le négoce des lieux saints, p. 198.

23. Pétriat, Le négoce des lieux saints, p. 205.

24. Pétriat, Le négoce des lieux saints, p. 208.

25. Pétriat, Le négoce des lieux saints, p. 209; Yamani, Cradle of Islam, p. 51.

26. Pétriat, Le négoce des lieux saints, p. 248.
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modernization given its long history of contact with the outside world by virtue of the 

presence of merchant families.28 Today, family-owned businesses remain an integral 

part of the kingdom’s economy, representing 95 percent of companies in the country. 

They contribute around 33 percent of the country’s GDP and are the main job creators 

on a national level.29

Most accounts of the economic history of Saudi Arabia imply that it underwent a 

distinct rupture with the formation of the Saudi state. Viewing the economic history of 

Saudi Arabia through the lens of merchant families, however, provides us with a fresh 

perspective that allows us to link the modern economic structures and practices to the 

peninsula’s history, embedded in its regional roots where the role of family unit has 

always been central. The Hijaz region was no exception—the fact that family businesses 

were responsible for the core of its economy was of crucial importance to its prosperity 

and sustainability for centuries. 

It is difficult to imagine this level of continuity if the family component is removed 

from the equation. Al-Dubai comments on the uniqueness of this structure and its 

persistence into the present day, when he describes Saudi Arabia as “characterized by 

highly family-oriented occupying businesses that have a deeply ingrained ancient tribal 

solidarity system with a nomadic merchant lifestyle that embraces [more] complex 

interconnections compared to what exists in the West.”30
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27. For more details highlighting the complexity of the transformation see: Vitalis, 2009 and Chaudhry 2015. 

28. al-Rasheed, Madawi. A History of Saudi Arabia. Cambridge University Press, 2010, doi:10.1017/CBO9780511993510.

29. Al-Dubai, Shehabaddin Abdullah Abdulwadod. Overview of Family Business in Saudi Arabia, p. 11.

30. Al-Dubai, Overview of Family Business in Saudi Arabia, p. 11.
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